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1. Introduction

This article extends digital literacy through its critical sub-
field of digital citizenship. Digital literacy studies have
burgeoned in recent years consequent of the increased
cultural consumption of digital media and the turn to the
production of digital media forms. The term can refer
in general to individual knowledge about an activity me-
diated by digital media, as well as in particular to mas-
tery in operation and proficiency in negotiating the af-
fordances of digital platforms. This article extends cur-
rent scholarship which addresses these competencies in
terms of information and skills, to consider how the con-

cept of digital citizenship can furnish new insights into
the quality of online civic participation that results in
claims to and acts of citizenship.

Digital citizenship is broadly defined as the ability to
participate online and as an extension of social inclusion.
It is not another dimension or axis of citizenship, but a
practice through which civic activities in the various di-
mensions of citizenship are conducted. It thus refers to
the capacity and use of ICTs to plan, organize or con-
duct activities in the citizenship domains of the social,
political, economic and cultural. The Internet may be a
space for civic activities and engagement or may sim-
ply be a planning tool to enable these activities to oc-
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cur. In this article, we theorise digital citizenship as a sub-
field of digital literacy, and demonstrate this focus by ex-
tending the emphasis on online competencies to civic
participation. We examine original case studies draw-
ing from empirical fieldwork with young people’s use
of social networking platforms in Southeast Asia, includ-
ing the collective organizing of young Muslim women’s
groups in Indonesia and youth evaluation of public opin-
ion on LGBTs in Singapore. We highlight the formation
of civic skills such as how young people recognize, fil-
ter and use online information to make decisions about
public discourses of homosexuality; how they appropri-
ate gendered forms of public expressions, and; how they
support new modes of affiliation with peer networks
to create alternate publics and entrepreneurship. We
present interdisciplinary scholarship drawing from criti-
cal media and cultural theory as well as media psychol-
ogy, to derive new empirical data from qualitative digi-
tal ethnography and focus group studies. This article ar-
gues that for young people, ways of engagement in civic
life are impacted by, and to some extent, reliant on the
Internet and social media. Southeast Asian youth digital
citizenship foregrounds civic participation as emergent
acts that not only serve to make society a better place,
but also enacts alternative publics that characterize new
modes of civic-making in more conservative, collectivis-
tic Southeast Asian societies.

2. From Digital Literacy to Digital Citizenship of Youths

The term ‘digital literacy’ describes the skills and capa-
bilities that are required by individuals to participate in
a digitally-enabled society. Gilster (1997) first coined the
concept to refer to “the ability to both understand and
use digitised information” (p. 2). Central here is Gilster’s
emphasis on the mastery of ideas rather than technical
skills. The former highlights its conceptual definitionwhile
the latter draws on its standardized operational definition
(Lankshear & Knobel, 2006). Gilster’s emphasis on the for-
mer draws attention to how digital literacy requires not
just socio-cognitive competencies to evaluate, analyze
and synthesize information, but that such information can
enable individuals to mediate action and engage in the
world. It draws attention to literacy not simply as the abil-
ity to read and write, but the capacity to understand and
shape how information is consumed and presented. This
emphasis prompts Lankshear and Knobel (2008) to sug-
gest digital literacy as a social practice concerned with
makingmeanings out of texts that are produced, received,
distributed, and exchanged via the digital. For them, a so-
cial practice is not simply concerned with the way people
read texts, but the ways people talk about, use, and en-
code beliefs and values about them, as well as the ways
these texts socially connect them to others in different
contexts. The framework of ‘digital literacies’ is thusmore
cogent to refer to the multiple ways in which people use
and interpret the digital text, as well as the multitude of
digital media forms that are constantly evolving.

The expansive view of digital literacies attends to the
diverse practices that surround the digital society and
their attendant policy implications, as well as their ben-
efits to educational learning. More recently, Luke (2017)
draws this field together by encapsulating the debates
on digital literacies under the framework of critical liter-
acy. Critical literacy is not just about learning how to cri-
tique the government or corporations but knowing “how
texts attempt to do things to people and places, how they
can be contested and, ultimately, remade in construc-
tive ways that work in the interests of [sic] people and
their communities” (2017, p. 11). The author highlights
how affordances of digital tools such as multimodality,
interactivity, collaboration, intertextuality, and identity
construction are significant to fostering critical inquiry.
This development resonates with research on the digi-
tal divide that has also shifted the focus on material and
skills access (i.e., technical competencies) towardmental
and usage access (i.e., critical and cultural literacies) (e.g.
D’Haenens, Koeman, & Saeys, 2007; van Djik, 2004).

These scholarly developments suggest that digital lit-
eracy is a social practice as well as a form of critical lit-
eracy. They also share two common features. First, they
eschew the focus on learning for technical skills by treat-
ing technology and literacy as social practices enshrined
in critical inquiry. This emphasis enculturates competen-
cies that allow people to interrogate the relationship be-
tween language, technology, and power, and engage in
social action and justice. Second, they focus predomi-
nantly on literacy education in schools and the compe-
tencies of children and young people. This stems from
the theoretical influence in new literacy studies and ge-
nealogy in educational pedagogy, in particular on the
centrality of technology to the lives of digital natives and
the capacity of schools to prepare them with resources
and skills for meaningful participation.

The current article draws on and extends the above-
mentioned approaches to social practice and critical lit-
eracy in two ways. First, by advancing extant digital lit-
eracy studies with the subfield of digital citizenship and,
second, by expanding the scope of the school to that
of the social world inhabited by these people. The pur-
pose is to critically examine how digital literacy enables
young people to participate as civic actors and, in and
through these practices, allow them to make claims to
citizenship. Citizenship has become a significant site in
the current milieu of global mobility, technological dis-
ruption and youth precarity. Especially in Southeast Asia
where our case studies are located, a region where con-
servative states and smart city intelligent systems have
co-evolved in tandem, digital citizenship is a key arena
to identify the capacity of digital multiliteracies to em-
power young people’s rights to participate effectively
and belong. This alignment of digital literacy to citizen-
ship is already reflected in current European policy rec-
ommendations that call for digital citizenship to be em-
bedded in the school curriculum so young people are
not just provided opportunities to design, create, make,
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remix and share digital creative content, but also learn
the broader issues associatedwith the ownership of data,
privacy, and movement across different media platforms
and social networks (McGillivray, McPherson, Jones, &
McCandlish, 2016).

Digital citizenship is a relatively new and contested
concept. Its meanings and applications vary significantly.
The term is situated at the nexus of the pervasiveness of
digital technologies in a modern world with the promise
of new modes of participation and the threats and risks
associated with digital media. There are two contrasting
normative approaches to digital citizenship, especially
in relation to young people: the freedom approach and
the control approach. The following section critically dis-
cusses these approaches and forwards a more produc-
tive third approach centered on civic participation.

In the freedomapproach, digital citizenship is broadly
defined as “the ability to participate online” (Moss-
berger, Tolbert, & McNeal, 2008, p. 1). This approach
draws together issues surrounding access and social in-
clusion, namely digital participation and inclusion. Here,
the view is that online technologies have fundamen-
tally reshaped the meaning and function of citizenship.
Where normative understanding of citizenship is distin-
guished by traditional or analogue citizenship, where
communication tended to be linear and one-way (politi-
cians and authorities talk to the public and public either
responds or remains silent), digital citizenship assumes
multi-layered, open-ended political interactions where
individuals find ways to “recognize, contest and negoti-
atewith the powers that exist to control them” (Coleman,
2006, p. 259). Akin to the concept of the netizen as a po-
litical subject constituted in cyberspace, this approach
carries a transformative potential because of the simul-
taneous devotion to the nation, to the Internet, and to
the cosmopolitan political spaces that cyberspace inau-
gurates (Poster, 2002).

This approach resonates strongly with young people.
Studies show that young people find fewer opportuni-
ties and less satisfaction in traditional, formal forms of
civic engagement, and that many youths are resorting to
finding new ways of practicing citizenship online (Harris,
Wyn, & Younes, 2010; Rahim, Pawanteh, & Salman, 2011;
Ward, 2013). The contemporary young person is already
characterized as a ‘networked young citizen,’ one who
is likely to practice citizenship in digital spaces (Loader,
Vromen, & Xenos, 2014). They are more likely to avoid
more traditional forms of political or civic organizations
in favor of participating in horizontal, non-hierarchical
networks, to be project-oriented, reflexive and to engage
in lifestyle politics. In otherwords, young people are prac-
ticing citizenship online without conforming to the duti-
ful model of citizenship and mostly through social me-
dia platforms.

The second approach to digital citizenship is the con-
trol approach. Here, the young person is constructed as
a not-yet-adult within themainstream society, in need of
protection and guidance, and their digital practices of cit-

izenship portrayed as not-yet-citizenship (Bennett, Wells,
& Freelon, 2011; Jones & Mitchell, 2016; Livingstone &
Helsper, 2007). This framing of young people provides
adults with justification for managing youth digital citi-
zenship, evident in current national projects around digi-
tal media literacy, such as the Australian Government’s
(2018) Digital Citizenship Guide or the Government of
Canada’s (2018) Digital Citizenship Policy Development
Guide. Adults are granted agency to frame what is con-
sidered a good digital citizenship and young people are
framed as apprentice citizens who need to learn codes
of communication. Discussions focus on normative ideas
about dutiful citizenship—what should digital citizenship
be like, how should digital citizen behave, the neces-
sary discussions around appropriate use of technology,
the risks associated with digital media (especially when
users are children and young people), and issues of pri-
vacy, safety and media literacy (Ribble, 2011). Digital citi-
zenship is thus defined through the norms of appropri-
ate online behaviors, and digital citizenship education
is seen as a means to prepare young people into re-
sponsible adulthood and civic engagement (McGillivray,
McPherson, Jones, & McCandlish, 2016). The emphasis
here is on educating digital natives to be a ‘good citi-
zen’ by teaching them the appropriate codes of good be-
haviour in the same way that they are taught how to ‘be-
have properly’ in social settings.

This approach has been criticized as unbeneficial to
the young people it aims to protect because it stresses
the greater need to protect them from online risks over
their right to participate and be heard. As noted earlier,
arguably, their exclusion from formal participation in the
public sphere has led them to engage in political discus-
sions and learn about political and social issues in infor-
mal and familiar spaces availed to them by the Internet
and social media.

This article proposes a third approach that moves be-
yond the oppositional freedom and control approaches
to focus on civic participation. Here, digital citizens are
“those who technology frequently, who use technology
for for political information to fulfil their civic duty, and
at work for economic gain” (Mossberger et al., 2008,
p. 2). This understanding of digital citizenship is closely
aligned with Bennett et al.’s (2011) understanding of ‘ac-
tualizing citizenship’ that distinguishes between dutiful
citizenship (a traditional model of citizenship organized
around rights and responsibilities), and ‘actualizing citi-
zenship’ as a mode of civic engagement characterized by
personal engagement with peer networks that source in-
formation and organize civic action using social technolo-
gies that maximize individual expression (p. 834). While
online environments function as sites for learning and
practicing various forms of citizenship, ‘actualizing cit-
izenship’ flourishes in digital networked environments
through participatory media that blurs the line between
producers and consumers, non-hierarchical and multi-
directional sources of creative civic inputs, and user gen-
erated content that allows for self-expression and individ-
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ualization. As the capacity to practice political and eco-
nomic citizenship online relies on daily access to digi-
tal technologies as well as educational and technological
skills, digital citizenship is inseparable from the capacity
for wider participation in a society. Here digital citizen-
ship captures not only how people practice citizenship
online, but also how these practices interrelatewith their
offline lives (Bakardjieva, Svensson, & Skoric, 2012; Choi,
2016; Coleman, 2006; Couldry et al., 2014).

This approach considers digital citizenship as a com-
plex assemblage of technical, social, political, legal, and
commercial processes that cultivate fragmented, mul-
tiple and agonistic digital spaces and digital citizens
(McCosker, Vivienne, & Johns, 2016). Here, digital citizen-
ship is defined by “the acts of citizenship” rather than by
online participationwhere the “digital citizen is both a re-
sult and an effect of making claims about rights” regard-
less whether these rights exist or not yet (Isin & Ruppert,
2015, p. 62). This approach challenges dualisms that dis-
tinguishes between digital and real worlds, and rights
and responsibilities when thinking about citizenship. In
this way, the lines between private and public, online
and offline, local and global, become blurred while citi-
zenship becomes inseparable from other everyday prac-
tices. Digital citizenship is not seen as another dimen-
sion or axis of citizenship, but a practice through which
civic activities in the various dimensions of citizenship
are conducted.

In this article, we demonstrate the third approach to
digital citizenship as a subfield of digital literacy focussing
on the online practices and acts of citizenship by young
people in Southeast Asia, specifically in Singapore and In-
donesia. Young people in Asia make up more than 50%
of the world’s youth population, yet to date, discussions
on youth digital citizenship have predominantly focused
on theWest. This article aims to fill this gap. Additionally,
Asia’s global lead in terms of the rate of ICT adoption and
smart city innovations warrants more scholarship about
its young people’s technology use in the ambits of digi-
tal literacy and citizenship. This article will thus critically
show how young people in conservative Southeast Asian
societies have carved out new mediated practices that
support their right to participate and belong, and discuss
its significance in producing new ways of looking at digi-
tal literacy.

3. Singapore Case Study: Youth Civic Engagement and
the ‘Sensing’ of Public Opinion on LGBTs

To effectively ‘actualize’ citizenship and engage in civic
action, the young digital citizen needs to display the crit-
ical ability to accurately ‘sense’ the public opinion sur-
rounding socio-political issues debated in society. Digi-
tal citizens are no longer passive consumers of propri-
etary public information but play an active role in nego-
tiating the distribution and evaluation of public opinion
surrounding social issues on social media. In this section,
we interrogate how ubiquitous media and interpersonal

information sources on social media have problematized
young users’ ability to evaluate public opinion, forcing us
to rethink digital literacy as a set of critical literacies that
shape their social practice.

As a form of ‘public conscience’ or a ‘group state
of mind,’ public opinion is broadly defined as a reflec-
tion of the majority opinion of an issue at any point
in time in a given social context (Allport, 1937; Noelle-
Neumann, 1974). Actual public opinion, however, differs
from perceived public opinion. The latter deals with in-
dividual socio-cognitions processed at two levels where
information and attitudes are internalized (i.e., micro-
level processes) by deducing societal norms and pub-
lic attitudes (i.e., macro-level process; Glynn & Huge,
2008). In this perceptual process, citizensmake informed
conclusions about what others feel and think about an
issue in a less scientific and more imprecise manner
by ‘quasi-statistically sensing’ the issue opinion distri-
butions in society (Noelle-Neumann, 1993; Scheufele &
Moy, 2000). Three main indicators influence online opin-
ion deduction: mass media or proprietor content; user-
generated comments and opinions, and; aggregated rep-
resentations of user-content interactions (Neubaum &
Krämer, 2017).

To address cognitive demands needed to assess
online public opinion, individuals select informational
sources consistent with what they believe others in
society are feeling (Stroud, 2008), and heuristically
make judgments about what they perceive is the pub-
lic sentiment (Walther & Jang, 2012) and how credible
these group-based sentiments are (Metzger, Flanagin, &
Medders, 2010). This is especially challenging for young
people who also need to confront polarized ‘echo cham-
bers’ (Schulz & Roessler, 2012; Sunstein, 2001) and mul-
tiple layers of opinion climate indicators (i.e., offline–
online, internet–forum) (Nekmat & Gonzenbach, 2012;
Yun & Park, 2011) in social media. Our findings below
demonstrate how critical literacy and social practice are
needed to nurture an informed digital citizenry capable
of assessing online public opinion.

3.1. Method

Ten focus group discussions with Singaporean youths
were conducted to examine how users evaluate and uti-
lize mass media and interpersonal information cues on
social media to gauge the public opinion on LGBTs in
Singapore. In the context of Singapore, homosexuality is
sanctioned by Section 377A of the Penal Code and LGBT-
related issues tend to take media center stage when de-
bates surrounding LGBT policies and events related to
LGBT communities and activism take place in the country
(see, e.g., Ho, Chen, & Sim, 2013). These groups enabled
the study to better uncover the interconnected opinion-
formation processes, range of consensus, and diversity
of viewpoints among ideologically-similar user groups,
in order to analyze their ideological group similarities
and differences (Donsbach & Traugott, 2008). The relia-
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bility of this process is heightened as we take a periph-
eral and facilitative role in the group discussions as com-
pared to amore central ‘interrogative’ position in one-to-
one interviews (Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick, & Mukherjee,
2018). Additionally, grouping users according to similar
attitudes on a morally-loaded and contentious issue in
Singapore’s context reduces their fear of being socially
ostracized for expressing minority opinions during group
discussions. Instead, it produces more in-depth findings
on the opinion formation process bymaking participants
morewilling to link group discussions with their personal
issue positions and experiences.

3.2. Focus Group Procedure

A pre-study survey measured participants’ attitudinal
position toward homosexual communities and lifestyles
on a 7-point Likert-type scale (1= strongly disagree, 7 =
strongly agree) according to six statements that included,
homosexuality is perfectly acceptable, laws regulating
homosexuality should be loosened, and people should
accept homosexuals as part of society (e.g., Morrison &
Morrison, 2002). Participants were then grouped accord-
ing to similar attitudes on LGBTs—supportive (M > 4.01)
and unsupportive (M < 3.99). Overall, 46 participants—
of which 24 participants supportive toward LGBTs and 22
participants unsupportive toward LGBTs—participated in
the focus groups. Of these, 22 were males, 24 were fe-
males, 34were full-time students between the ages of 21
to 24, and 12 were between the ages of 23 and 30 years
and working full-time. Five focus group sessions com-
prised participants who held supportive attitudes and
the other five focus groups consisted of participants un-
supportive of LGBTs. Each focus group discussion lasted
between 50 to 65 minutes on average and comprised
four to six participants each.

3.3. Data Analysis and Findings

All sessions were audio-recorded for data analysis pur-
poses with anonymity ensured by the de-identification
of participants in the verbatim transcription process. The
constant comparison method for categorization of data
via frequency, specificity, extensiveness, and similarity
(e.g., Krueger & Casey, 2000) followed by selective cod-
ing to develop themes in each grouped category was car-
ried out to analyze and interpret findings (see Table 1 in
Appendix for an overview of the analytical framework
and themes guiding the focus group discussions and
data analysis).

3.4. Dependency on Interpersonal Cues for Opinion
Climate Formation

Overall, participants were able to clearly differentiate be-
tween informational cues from mass media and user-
generated comments in social media; citing differences
in the roles of the two types of cues to affect their eval-

uation of the public opinion on LGBTs. In this regard,
greater dependence on interpersonal sources of infor-
mation as cues affecting users’ perception of the opin-
ion climate on the issue was found, as evidenced by a
respondent’s frustration when s(he) claimed “I hate it
when they [news sources] disable comments because in
that way, you can’t really read what people are saying”
(respondent 41). At a greater level of interpersonal cues
dependency, respondents would rely solely on user com-
ments and reactions in social media to assess majority
opinion on the issue. This reliance can be attributed to
the way information is displayed on social networking
sites such as Facebook, where highly visible aggregation
of popular user comments and reactions (i.e., number of
Likes, Shares) attract users to read other users’ reactions
as a “proxy for public opinion,” which could ultimately
shape “participants’ beliefs about what other members
of the society think” (Lee, 2012, p. 41). To an even greater
extent, several respondents mentioned not being able
to determine the public opinion on the issue in the ab-
sence of such interpersonal opinion cues in social me-
dia. These findings echo prior studies that suggest the
influence of interpersonal sources of information to ver-
itably outweigh the effect of mass media on one’s per-
ception of public opinion (De Vreese & Boomgaarden,
2006; Watts & Dodds, 2007), and that a shift in the lo-
cus of power andmessage control from themedia to the
people is evident on socialmedia (Glynn, Herbst, Shapiro,
Lindeman, & O’Keefe, 2015).

3.5. Juxtaposition of Mass Media and Social Information
Cues: Source Ordering and Layering

Participants, ultimately, juxtapose mass media and so-
cial information cues against one another to gauge pub-
lic opinion on social media via two general processes:
source ordering and layering. The sequence in which
users noticed the two sources of information and the
immediate perception derived from a particular infor-
mational source—either from the news proprietor or
friend—influences their processing of the information
and, consequently, the perception of majority opinion
on the issue. Consistent with the two-step flow hypoth-
esis (e.g., Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955), participants gener-
ally encounter social informational cues before mass me-
dia content, and that most of the media content they
encounter on social media were “usually what [their]
friends share[d]” (respondent 8). Seeing social informa-
tional cues first provides a “halo effect” upon the propri-
etor information that follows (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977),
which stimulated increased attention to the media con-
tent. Mass media content were then referred mainly to
inform participants on why others are interested in this
issue or why they should pay attention to it.

Respondents described how attention was given to
news reports and other user comments “only when they
appear interesting enoughor has a lot of likes and shares”
(respondent 7). Such numerical aggregations of popu-
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larity, and plausibly importance, such as likes, shares,
and top comments, bestows an “endorsement heuristic”
(Metzger et al., 2010), which lead to the impression that
one should believe and pay attention to the media con-
tent or user comment because many others have done
likewise. As exemplified by respondent 2, “cause[sic] of
the number of likes. Like I would be wow(!) Somany likes
ah [sic], this definitely must see or important.” It was
further noted that when users perceived greater signif-
icance of the information from social cues that they had
seen first, mass media content were referenced for their
‘titles’ and ‘interesting headlines’ as respondents felt on-
line comments to be sufficient indicators, or ‘exemplars,’
of public sentiments on social issues (Zillman & Brosius,
2012). As iterated by respondent 17:

If you want to know how Singaporeans think—that’s
generally reflected on the comments section of the
news piece shared online. Likewhen The Straits Times
posts something...you get a general sensing of how
people feel about the topic by reading their com-
ments more than the news article.1

The first exposure order of user comments was also
found to create social informational reliance for opin-
ion climate perception, bypassing themedia information
that was shared but layering with other interpersonal
cues. So, basically, the attentional order became inter-
personal cue A → interpersonal cue B, instead of inter-
personal cue A→media cue A. On top of this, the use of
endorsement heuristics, as discussed earlier, were then
utilized to evaluate the relevance of interpersonal cue B
in perceiving the opinion climate on the issue. As shared
by respondent 39:

I will actually just scroll down to the comments—
I won’t look for or actively read the articles my friends
post related to LGBTs but I am interested in their com-
ments. In the comments sometimes there’ll be really
long posts and people will put the “sad” or “angry”
face and some people who will reply “you should just
go and live somewhere else” that kind of thing….Yeah,
so I get the idea of what people agree on.

These findings illuminate the subversion of the mass me-
dia’s role as agenda-setters in the formation of public
opinion in socialmedia. That said, as a second order infor-
mation, mass media sources acted to confirm users’ per-
ceptions of the opinion climate and helped participants
also navigate andmake sense of the multiple social infor-
mational cues online. As mentioned by respondent 21:

The news and videos that they share on the Pink
Dot tell me about what Singaporeans think....It made
me think whether a lot of other Singaporeans also
becoming more open (to homosexuality), because

it seems like my friends on social media also feel
that way.2

3.6. Trans-Border Mass-Interpersonal Blending of
Informational Cues

Notably, findings further suggest a trans-bordered mass-
interpersonal blending of foreign media with user com-
ments as users contextualize cues from social sources to
situate and interpret foreign news reports to local con-
text to gauge the opinion climate on the issue. As shared
by respondent 19:

Facebook shows news from other countries, and
other countries have movements that are more open
to LGBT people like the UK has this pride day and
the US has something similar, so when my friends on
Facebook see this sort of news, they will think like
‘yeah, these countries are much more supportive and
open than Singapore’ and that’s why maybe (Singa-
porean) teens nowadays are more open [on LGBT].

The issue in foreign countries as reported in foreign me-
dia then stems as a point of reference used to contrast
and reinforce their prevailing and local opinion climate
perception. As highlighted by respondent 4 who per-
ceived majority Singaporeans to be conservative:

When you compare like what was reported in the
BBC or even in Buzzfeed of how the people in USA
or Europe are increasingly becoming more open to
homosexuality…to the point of legalizing marriage be-
tween twomen or women or whatever…then you see
a lot of Singaporeans on Facebook, Twitter challeng-
ing (the news) makes you feel that it is a lost case.

3.7. Social Identity-Based Opinion Climate Evaluation

Users were also found to engage in social identity-based,
cognitive contrast processing (Tajfel & Turner, 2004)
when blending and evaluating the two informational in-
dicators to gauge public opinion on social media. In this
process, user’s ideological positioning due to his or her
perceived group membership was found to influence
their selection of evidence and groups to compare with
in bid to defend their perceived membership to ideo-
logical in-groups and reaffirm their preconceived atti-
tudes. Such cognitive processes were implicated in how
users evaluate and blend mass-interpersonal sources,
further showing evidence of extreme hostile exemplars
utilized among respondents in both LGBT-supportive
and non-supportive groups. Respondent 31, for instance,
declared how s(he) would disregard information from
recognized opinion leaders and sources who are non-
supportive toward LGBTs by mentioning how s(he) par-
ticularly disliked “Lawrence Kong….He’s the pastor that

1 The Straits Times is the leading government-owned national newspaper in the country.
2 Pink Dot is Singapore’s annual LGBT Pride Day held at Hong Lim Park. Attendees wear pink to show their solidarity and support.
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started the White Shirt movement and openly bashes
gay people”.3

On the flipside, respondents who were non-
supportive of LGBTs mentioned how they would dis-
count the news and opinions of users supporting ‘the
Wear White movement,’ a movement initiated by reli-
gious groups in Singapore mainly from the Muslim and
Christian communities and “wouldn’t read their stuff”
(respondent 16) if they were to show up in their so-
cial media feed.” Such ‘othering’ of information from
ideologically-dissonant groups are hostile exemplars of
public opinion, and its contrast processing can be seen
to encourage polarized ingroup-outgroup opinion cli-
mate perceptions.

3.8. Summary

This case study shows how social media in a conservative
environment like Singapore has enabled young people to
acquire information and formpublic opinion in decentral-
ized ways, including negotiating the global flows of infor-
mation as well as through shared peer information. In-
formation is evaluated and valued in ways that resonate
with users’ ideologies produced by their life worlds and
experiences. As digital citizens, they play an active role
in negotiating the distribution of issue opinions on social
media, and often evaluate mainstream media’s indica-
tions of public opinion through peer user’s perspectives
and experiences. Young people form online public opin-
ion and perform digital citizenship through these criti-
cal literacies that allow them to discern information con-
structively based on social identities that can potentially
subvert the role of mass media as agenda-setters. The
influence of peer information also illuminates digital cit-
izenship as a social practice in digital literacy that allows
users to reflect and act on the world around them, some-
times in ways that challenge mainstream ideologies.

4. Indonesia Case Study: Young Muslim Women’s
Groups

The number of Internet users in Indonesia has grown
rapidly from only 2 million in 2000 to 143 million in 2017.
Eighty-seven percent of the users are on social media (Yu-
niarni, 2018), and 30 million Internet users are children
and teenagers (Gayatri et al., 2015). Following this as-
cendency, youngMuslimwomen started gaining visibility
as ‘Internet celebrities’ (Abidin, 2016). Notably, they be-
gan to be more present in public discussions as they cre-
ate and participate in informal social-media-based young
Muslim women’s groups. This section focuses on these
young Muslim women’s groups as representatives of fe-
male youth digital citizenship, and with the potential to
create alternative publics in the usually male-dominated
public cultures. While their male counterpart gained
public attention for joining conservative Islamist groups

and doing ‘street politics’ (Hasan, 2015), young Muslim
women practise ‘quiet’ acts of citizenship, seemingly re-
volved only around mundane social practices. However,
as this section will demonstrate, young women’s digital
literacies allow them to engage peers and garner political
potential to participate in civic activities.

This section reports on an analysis of six popular
young Muslim women’s groups: Dunia Jilbab (DJ), Ukhti
Sally (US), Peduli Jilbab (PJ), Hijabers Community (HC),
Jogjakarta Muslimahpreneur (JMP), and Tasikmalaya
Hijabers (TH). These groups have more than a million
social-media followers combined. They are chosen be-
cause they represented the mushrooming of informal
collectives organized by young Muslim women facili-
tated by the increasing access to the Internet and mo-
bile phones. Started between 2010–2015, all the groups’
founders were friends looking for a sense of community
and expanded initially through young Muslim women
peer networks. The groups had distinct characteristics,
and some were critical of the others’ interpretation of Is-
lamic virtues. All of them, however, were committed to
promoting their version of pious subjectivity (Mahmood,
2005) based on their interpretations of Islamic teachings
for young Muslim women in Indonesia.

4.1. Method

This section draws data collected using the ‘ethnography
for the internet’ approach (Hine, 2019). The Internet is
understood here as multi-spatial, engaging users in dif-
ferent locations, temporalities, and mobility. Thus, the
groups studied here are seen as the ‘field’ itself, requir-
ing the ethnographer to follow their flexibility in using
different platforms, locations, and tools online and of-
fline. Specifically, it reports on the social media observa-
tion, participant observations of the groups’ gatherings,
and interviews with group members. Social media ob-
servation of the groups’ accounts on Instagram was con-
ducted from June 2015 to June 2016 and October 2016
to April 2017. Data collection also included participant
observations of 24 offline gatherings organized by the
young Muslim women’s groups and unstructured inter-
views with 21 young Muslim women, including the orga-
nizers, followers, and lurkers of the groups.

The data was treated as a set of discourses or “a cor-
pus of statements” (Kendall & Wickham, 1999, p. 42)
analysed using Foucauldian Discourse Analysis or FDA
(Kendall & Wickham, 1999; Worthman & Troiano, 2016).
FDA investigates: (1) the rules of production of the state-
ments; (2) the rules that determine the borders of the
sayable and the visible; (3) the rules that allow the pro-
duction of new statements, and; (4) the rules that ensure
a social practice is material and discursive at the same
time. The analysis below focuses on how youngwomen’s
pious subjectivity is constructed through the discourses
circulating online (social media accounts) and offline

3 The Wear White movement is a multi-faith anti-LGBT coalition group in Singapore. Attendees wear white on the day of the Pink Dot celebration and
gather around Hong Lim Park to protest LGBT pride.
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(gatherings) (see Table 2 in Appendix for an overview of
the young Muslim women’s groups studied, their social
media following, and the themes emerging from the anal-
ysis of their social media accounts).

4.2. Findings: Three Discourses on Young Muslim
Women’s Digital Citizenship

The analysis, following FDA, examines the ways dis-
courses surrounding young Muslim women as digital
citizens are constructed in their social media posts,
their gatherings, and the interviews. The following para-
graph explains three distinct discourses emerging in the
analysis: (1) young Muslim women as feminine, pious,
and obedient; (2) young Muslim women as ethical en-
trepreneurs; and (3) political young Muslim women. Be-
fore discussing these, it is necessary to briefly contextu-
alise Indonesia’s socio-political context that lays the foun-
dation of the production of these discourses.

Indonesia was under an authoritarian regime called
the New Order led by President Suharto for 32 years
from 1966 to 1998. The regime eliminated any form
of opposition to its patriarchal developmentalist project
of state-building. Women’s organizations critical of the
regime were banned, and women’s political expressions
were framed as dangerous. The regime installed a new
state programme called Guidance of Family Welfare
(PKK) which located women’s citizenship only in domes-
tic sphere and in their obedience to their husbands, fam-
ilies, and the state (Suryakusuma, 2011; Wieringa, 2002).
After the regime fell two decades ago, Islamic political
power became increasingly influential, marking a con-
servative turn (Hasan, 2009; van Bruinessen, 2013). De-
spite freedom from authoritarian regime, traces of the
New Order sexual politics remained and are now recon-
figured by the increasingly pious public (Wieringa, 2009,
2015), creating a path ofwomen’s citizenship that now in-
volves piety, as analysed below. In particular, they show
how social media use help these groups cultivate pi-
ous subjectivity as part of everyday self-representation
which allows the young Muslim women to make citi-
zenship claims in the domains of the social, cultural,
and economic.

4.3. Young Muslim Women as Feminine, Pious,
and Obedient

One similarity across the groups’ Instagram accounts
show they deploy tropes based on the young Muslim
women’s piety and obedience to religious values. This
is visually represented as stereotypically feminine, soft,
and sweet on their posts. A sample of Instagram posts by
PJ, DJ, US, TH, and HC on February 7, 2016, for instance,
reveals these tropes (see Figure 1).

Although the posts are on different topics, they share
similar visual language. TH and HC’s posts are event an-
nouncements. TH’s post (a) has a solid bright pink back-
ground announcing an event titled ‘Becoming an Inde-

pendent Muslimah,’ which promotes Muslim women’s
entrepreneurship. HC’s post (b) announces the ‘Inspiring
Love Stories’. PJ’s post (c) promotes an event the group
was organizing on the Valentine’s Day 2016. US’ post
(d) is on the theme of love and relationship, particularly
marriage proposal. The last image (e) is DJ’s post on re-
ligious commentary, specifically the issue of istiqomah
(the quality of being steadfast in one’s faith) while don-
ning the veil.

The posts demonstrate the imaginary of the ideal
Muslim womanhood and the groups’ strategies to main-
tain their following.With religious commentaries, discus-
sions on veiling, love and relationship, and event invita-
tions, these posts are important for their followers. One
participant of HC’s gathering, a fresh graduate, said: “It
was difficult for me to find religious gatherings for young
women. What [HC] discusses are interesting, and I get to
meet women my age.” Similarly, two university students
claimed that they joined DJ to be able to meet “people
with the same story.” In other words, the young women
are looking for a community that could help them learn
about Islamic teachings with their peers. Digital citizen-
ship is evident in the social practice of Instagram, first
through pious female self-representation, and second,
its attendant creation of online and offline communities.

4.4. Young Muslim Women as Ethical Entrepreneurs

These groups also use their social media accounts to pro-
mote entrepreneurship that does not focus only for eco-
nomic gain. As one of the groups’ chairwomen affirmed
in an interview, it was important followers were inter-
ested in becoming entrepreneurs, specifically in dakwah
(prosetylization) business (Nisa, 2018)—a kind of busi-
ness that is based on promoting Islamic teachings and
modesty. Two reasons support this emphasis. One is the
story of the early lives of Prophet Muhammad and his
wife, Khadijah, as merchants. This story had been used
in different Islamic movement to encourage Muslims to
become entrepreneurs (Hoesterey, 2016). Two is the eco-
nomic liberalization of Indonesia in combination with
the rise of Internet economy in the Southeast Asia re-
gion (Google & Temasek, 2017). In an interview in 2015,
the chairperson of HC described she wanted HC to fa-
cilitate its members in improving themselves as good
young Muslim women (by learning about Islamic virtu-
ous behaviours) and in becoming productive (by orga-
nizing events that encouraged the members to be en-
trepreneurs). Similarly, the founder of JMP admitted that
the group was created specifically to help fellow young
Muslim women learn to build businesses from each
other. The groups organized gatherings to teach the prin-
ciples of ethical entrepreneurialism, how to build brands,
and how to make use of online tools. The groups also
maintain that a young woman’s economic independence
does not mean she forgets her religious obligations as a
good (future) wife and mother. Digital citizenship is ev-
ident in the social practice of multiliteracies—cultural,
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Figure 1. A set of images from the Instagram accounts of (a) Tasikmalaya Hijabers (TH), (b) Hijabers Community (HC),
(c) Peduli Jilbab (PJ), (d) Ukhti Sally (US), and (e) Dunia Jilbab (DJ), posted on 7 February 2016.
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social, economic—as young Muslim women gain better
economic status while also cultivate their piety.

4.5. Political Young Muslim Women

These groups materialise digital citizenship as a social
practice by creating alternative publics for civic activi-
ties. Evident is how the groups’ consistent promotion
of pious subjectivity has shaped the political leanings of
the organizers and followers. The event of 2017 guber-
natorial election in Jakarta, Indonesia’s capital, is exem-
plary. The election had the incumbent, Basuki Purnama,
in a tight race with another candidate, Anies Baswedan.
Before the election began, Purnama, who is a Chinese-
Indonesian and Christian—making him a double minor-
ity in Indonesia—was accused of religious blasphemy, a
criminal offence under Indonesian law. Purnama’s reli-
gious blasphemy case was made more intense as the Is-
lamist groups organized rallies and protests against him
in late 2016, called the ‘411’ (4November 2016) and ‘212’
(2 December 2016). Reacting to the event, the groups
use hashtag activism to actively promote #belaquran (de-
fend the Quran) to support the ‘411’ and ‘212’ rallies.
One of the groups, for instance, use terms such as ‘aksi’
(action), ‘people power’, ‘supremasi hukum’ (rule of law),
and ‘keadilan’ (justice). During the election, they also use
#muslimvotemuslim—alluding to the fact that Purnama
is a Christian and therefore not worthy of their followers’
votes. Although political discussion very rarely appear on
their Instagram feed, it could be argued that their con-
sistency in promoting Islamic teachings and cultivating
their followers’ piety serve to ground their political lean-
ing. Through hashtag activism, the space they carve on-
line and offline allows them to create alternative expres-
sions of civic concerns.

4.6. Summary

This section illustrates how digital citizenship can mani-
fest in different forms. As gender and religious identities
mark the political positioning of young Muslim women
in Indonesia, we should therefore see that digital citizen-
ship does not always require civic engagement as it is con-
servatively understood (participation in public debates
or consistent claim-making in pursuit of social change).
Rather, everyday self-representations on social media
platforms condition the participation of young Muslim
women as digital citizens, including their rise as female
entrepreneurs and political actants.

5. Conclusion

This article has examined digital citizenship as a subfield
of digital literacy research. It has drawn on digital liter-
acy’s features of critical literacy and social practice to
highlight how digital citizenship is actualized through on-
line engagement that results in civic participation. Fur-
ther demonstrating digital citizenship through original

empirical case studies with young people in Singapore
and Indonesia, this article has de-Westernized digital lit-
eracy studies and elucidated Southeast Asian youth dig-
ital citizenship as a new mode of civic-making in conser-
vative societies with high media and state controls.

In Singapore, social media such as Facebook has en-
abled young people to acquire information and form
public opinion in decentralized and informal ways. They
formed their perception of public opinion on LGBTs by
drawing on global and social sources of information.
Through sensing and sense-making, they evince a socially
and critically literate practice of valuing and trusting in-
formation based not solely on state’s agenda-setting, but
in ways that resonated with the ideologies produced by
their own life worlds and experiences.

In Indonesia where the political positioning of young
Muslim women is shaped by gender and religious norms,
digital citizenship is manifested in quotidian practices on
Instagram through the everyday online self-presentation
of a feminine and obedient form of pious subjectivity,
and its attendant creation of online and offline commu-
nities that have also supported new female collectivities
and entrepreneurship and women as political agents in
the creation of alternate publics. Rather than engage the
spectacle of activism and advocacy, these quiet acts of
citizenship have also become influential to civic change.

Both case studies share similarities and differences.
They show the ubiquity of social media platforms such as
Facebook and Instagram to evince diverse creative civic
inputs, ranging from the formation and reformation of
public opinions, individual and group identities, and ac-
tivism and commerce. These civic participations materi-
alize the actioning of critical literacies into social practice:
in Singapore, the ability to form public opinion by acquir-
ing, blending, juxtaposing and decoding diverse informa-
tion from multiple sources and via groups with shared
andopposing values and identities; in Indonesia, the pub-
lic visibility ofwomen through self-representation and so-
cial expression via religion, politics and business. These
practices, while collective in their public voices, further
demonstrate civic participation as singular acts of indi-
viduations produced by convergent media and peer plat-
forms. Central to both case studies is not just the spec-
trum of online participation, but how online participa-
tion is enculturated in embodiments that are physical,
socio-cognitive and corporeal. It is through these embod-
ied modes that literacy as the civic of citizen and city
takes its optimal form as a mode of acting in and on
the world.
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Appendix

Table 1. Themes and questions in focus group and data analysis.

Themes Questions

Ideological positioning • How important are issues related to LGBT to you personally?
• What do you the people you know in real life and on social media think about
the issue?

Opinion climate estimation • Do you feel most Singaporeans (in real life/on social media) are supportive
of LGBT?

Opinion climate indicators • Can you elaborate on the types of information in social media that give you an
idea of what majority of Singaporeans think about LGBT?

• Do you seek for such information on social media?
• How important are the different types of information to you when you are trying to
find out what majority of Singaporeans feel about LGBT?

Mass media cues • Can you elaborate on the types of information from mass media (e.g., news,
articles, pictures, etc.) that had enabled you to get an idea of what majority of
Singaporeans think about LGBT?

Interpersonal cues • On the overall, are the people in your social media networks generally supportive
or not supportive of LGBT?

• Can you elaborate on the types of information your social media networks
(e.g., comments, news, reactions, videos, etc.) that helped give you an idea of
whether Singaporeans are generally supportive of LGBT or not.

Opinion accuracy and evaluation • Based on the different types of information from mass media and social sources on
social media that you had mentioned earlier, please share how much do you trust
and believe the information coming from them.
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Table 2. Lists the young Muslim women’s groups studied, their popularity, and the themes emerging from their Instagram
posts.

Name of City Number Active Active Number of Average Themes of Instagram posts
group of local online offline followers on number

chaptersa Instagramb of posts
monthlyc

Dunia Jilbab Jakarta 0 Yes No 1,000,000 1,158 a) Religious commentary
(DJ) b) Productivity

c) News related to Muslims
d) Veiling
e) Love and relationship
f) Family
g) Announcement of events
h) Advertorial

Ukhti Sally Bekasi 0 Yes Rarely 400,000 143 a) Religious commentary
(US) b) Productivity

c) News related to Muslims
d) Veiling
e) Love and relationship
f) Family
g) Announcement of events
h) Advertorial

Peduli Jilbab Depok 44 Yes Yes 280,000 116 a) Religious commentary
(PJ) b) Productivity

c) News related to Muslims
d) Veiling
e) Love and relationship
f) Family
g) Announcement of events
h) Advertorial

Hijabers Jakarta 8 Yes Yes 100,000 42 a) Announcement of events
Community b) Religious commentary
(HC) c) Advertorial

d) News related to Muslims

Jogjakarta Yogyakarta 0 Yes Yes 7,000 27 a) Announcement of events
Muslimahpreneur b) Religious commentary
Community c) Advertorial
(JMP) d) News related to Muslims

Tasikmalaya Tasikmalaya 0 Yes Rarely 1,500 5 a) Announcement of events
Hijabers (TH) b) Advertorial

Notes: a) As of 2018. b) The count is approximate in 2018 based on each account’s profile page. c) Average of posts from 1 June to 31
December 2015.
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